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Agenda

� Software Development
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� Architectural decisions
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� Main results of the evaluation
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Software Development

� When using traditional software development then 
quality attribute scenarios are often forgotten. It is 
illustrated in [10, p. 2].



Software Development

� Business drivers determine among others the scope*

for the application. It is operational and measurable 
through the quality scenarios.
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Evaluating Software 
Architecture

� Goal 
� Determine as early as possible whether the system will have 

the desired qualities. When any inappropriateness are 
detected early it is cheaper to correct.

� Determine risks and tradeoffs.

� Achieving the goal
� Determine business drivers.

� Find the used quality attribute scenarios and use them to 
measure if the architecture have the desired qualities. 

� Describe the architecture. It reflects the current design 
decisions chosen and describes the components and the 
communication among them etc.



Evaluating Software 
Architecture

� A business driver consists of four basic 
elements as exemplified in [1, p. 290 - 291].
� Development organisation; their intention and 
motivation with the application.

� The customer; business goals and the applications 
most important functionality.

� Business constraints; like limited time or ”buy 
before build” strategy etc.

� Technical constraints; i.e. use of specific COTS 
components.



Evaluating Software 
Architecture

� Quality Scenarios
� Operational and measurable.

� The scenarios are divided into five categories as 
outlined in table 4.1 - 4.6 in [1, p. 81 – 87].

� Source (who or what), Stimuli (action that influences the 
artifact), Artifact (what is influenced), Response (how 
respond the artifact), Response measure (how can the 
response be measured to ensure it satisfies the quality 
goal).



Evaluating Software 
Architecture

� The most important* business goals defines the 
applications architectural drivers.

� The highest priority business goals should be turned 
into quality scenarios. The quality scenarios that have 
the most impact on the architecture. These are the 
architectural drivers [1, p. 155].

� When expressing the architectural drivers as quality 
scenarios it makes them operational and measurable 
and it is possible to decide whether the architecture 
satisfy the architectural drivers.



Architectural decisions

� An architecture reflects decisions that have 
been taken during the design.

� Not the basis for the decisions.

� Documenting software architecture does not 
describe the reasons and premises for 
decisions – only the result of the decision 
process i.e. through architectural patterns.

The motivation
For documenting design decisions
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Architectural decisions

� All design decisions can be related to a number of solutions to a 
specific problem in the context of the requirements as outlined 
in figure below. Figure 1 in [Jansen A, et. Al.]
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Architectural decisions

� Decisions are made in the context of the 
requirements to the application. Below is outlined a 
part of the decision tree from figure 2 in [3, p. 2].

N1 Enable interactive approval

(Requirement)



Architectural decisions

� Business drivers contains the most 
important functionality (and by this also 
implicitly the requirements) of the 
application.

� The most important functionality of the 
system. [1, p. 277]

One of the basic elements 
of the business driver



Architectural decisions

� Documenting decisions starts with a current 
problem. The documentation includes i.e. the 
following that are outlined below. See table 1 
in [3, p. 21] for additional details.

� The Problem

� The Decision

� Assumptions

� Alternatives

� Consequences of the decision
Reflects tradeoffs



Main results of the evaluation

� Evaluating the software architecture of 
the application.
� Goal 

� Determine risks and tradeoffs points.

� Achieving the goal
� Determine business drivers.

� Find the used quality scenarios.

� Describe the architecture and the most 
important decisions.



Main results of the evaluation

� Quality Scenarios
� The stakeholders did not find it easy to find quality scenarios 

and used functional requirements instead.

� They were not operational and measurable.

� It is not necessary all the quality scenarios that have been 
identified.

� A distorted utility tree will often be the result of 
quality scenarios that primary deal with the quality 
attribute usability.

� The use of ”functional” use-cases only can be a 
reason for a distorted utility tree.

� Problems with scenarios that are related to 
performance and availability is observed.



Main results of the evaluation

� Architectural patterns

� A handful of architectural patterns have 
been observed so fare in the application 
(see table 24, p. 66).

� Only few of these supports testability.

� Some of the architectural patterns might 
have problems with performance.

This can be related to the problems,
that are observed with the scenarios



Main results of the evaluation

� The decisions have been made with a 
focus at cost benefit, but unfortunately 
it has been on the expense of 
performance.

� The risks of changing the architecture 
has been highly weighted against the 
project budget i.e. the timeframe.



Main results of the evaluation

� The evaluation has emphasized.

� Problems with a missing focus on performance 
and availability.

� Problems with some architectural patterns and 
COTS products have been identified. These are 
related to performance and availability.

� When commissioning the application 
problems with performance and availability 
has been observed.



Summing up

� Today some companies often make software directly 
from the requirements. Quality scenarios are often 
forgotten or unknown.

� Requirement lists are easily converted into a 
requirement matrices that ”just” have to be filled with 
use-cases to verify the functionality.

� Requirements are often vague which make them 
immeasurable. This is advantage during the accept 
test, but a disadvantage during the design.

� In practice both time to market and cost benefit have 
a very high-priority in daily software development.
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